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Manual - Part I



Introduction

The Rijksmuseum is in charge of approximately 660,000 works on paper and 6,400 paintings. It is very important that images of all of these 2D works are captured 
digitally in accordance with established standards.
An important added value of digital image capturing is that it makes information about the objects available for research purposes. The Rijksmuseum considers it 
important that uniform quality is guaranteed; hence this manual.

This manual is about the photography of 2D objects, that is, works of art on paper and paintings. It exclusively addresses criteria that determine the measurable 
qualities of images.
This manual has been made by and for the photographers of the Rijksmuseum first and foremost, but as the information it contains can be applied to all 2D 
photography, the document may be of use to other cultural heritage photographers as well.
This manual discusses various types of software, some of it available online free of charge.

Manual - Part 1 is an update of a manual the Rijksmuseum published in 2015.
The main reason for this update is that, after thorough research, we discovered that colour targets must be measured using a spectrometer.
Further research in collaboration with Eric Kirchner and Tammo Koster, both employed at Akzo Nobel, resulted in two publications which focus on the detailing of dark 
colours in particular. The authors of this manual also co-wrote the relevant publications on this subject.

Following this research, the Rijksmuseum decided to always work with a measured Look Up Table (LUT) of the ColorChecker Digital SG. We also developed a method to 
evaluate the quality of the image with the measured LUT, the Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool (RIPT), which we will introduce in this manual.

The Rijksmuseum requires high-resolution images for scientific research. Many 2D objects are therefore photographed in parts. We will discuss this in Part 2 of this 
manual.

The Rijksmuseum welcomes any comments and/or additions.
Carola van Wijk and Henni van Beek
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• Hasselblad: H-series H5D and the H6D Multishot

• Software: The most recent version of Phocus: V3.5.7 (August 2021)

• Objective: Hasselblad HC macro 4/120 MM II; in some cases the Hasselblad HC 2.8/80 MM

• Polarizing filter for the lens: Hasselblad MC-Circular Polarizer 

• Polarizing filter for the lamp: linear polarizing filter film

• Flashes: Lightbars 60, Broncolor

• Flashes: Broncolor Picolight with Picobox for images with a very high resolution and use Moving Imaging Easel

• LED Lamps: LED, CRI 95+, Akurat 4X per unit

• Two book cradles for bound paper objects developed especially for the Rijksmuseum

• Kaiser repro stand, heaviest version

• Moving Imaging Easel: LG Motions

• Light meter Kenko Auto Digi meter KFM-1100

• White paper to check illumination and dust on the sensor 

• The following targets:

• ColorChecker Digital SG

• Munsell Linear Grayscale

• Geo Target QA2

• SFR target 5x QA62
4

00   Camera Equipment and Accessories for Visible Light (Vis)



Capture: ISO: 64 or 100, depending on the camera model. 
Aperture: Between F8 and F11 (see appendix: Terms and Targets).

For the 120 MM II Hasselblad lens, aperture F8 is optimal.
Exposure: V1

EV=0, everything else on 0

Reproduction: Working space: Hasselblad L* RGB
Color profile: Factory
Input profile: Factory
Response:Reproduction

Curve: If it is possible to choose between RGB and Luma, always choose Luma and make sure that 
both are always set to default 

(see appendix: Terms and Targets)

01   Phocus: Initial Settings in the Toolset
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Presentator
Presentatienotities
Curves:                Default                             ingesteld op LUMA (zie appendix: Begrippen en targets) 



02   Setup and Working Method for Paintings

Flashes: 2 x 2 Lightbar 60 Evolution / Broncolor
In most cases we use cross polarization:
Polarizing filter for the lens: Hasselblad MC-Circular Polarizer Filter.
Polarizing filter for the lamp: linear polarizing filter film.

Position the lamps at an angle of approx. 30-40 degrees.

Illumination: evenly illuminate the whole of the painting. Check the illumination using a light meter: left and right sides, top and bottom and 
the middle of the painting. In the case of a larger painting, also check the top centre and bottom centre in the middle of the painting. Adjust 
using so-called barndoors and/or flash generator.

Standard: preferably position the ColorChecker Digital SG in the middle of the painting you are capturing. If this is not possible, place the target 
on the lower edge of the easel, as far forward as possible to ensure that there is no reflection (dark, light and/or colour) of the lower edge of 
the easel on the chart.
Position the camera at a distance of about 2 m, corresponding closely to a resolution of 300 ppi, but this depends on the camera and the lens.
This applies if a distance greater than 2 m is required to create a frame-filling image of the whole painting. Once the camera is in the right 
position while the whole painting is being photographed, use the chart to check the exposure.

If the painting is smaller, then use the chart at a shorter distance: frame-filling. 
The same applies to partial images up to about 1250 ppi.

At an even higher resolution, the target will have to be captured in parts, in the same resolution as the parts of the painting (this is explained in 
more detail in Manual - Part 2).
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Photo caption: One of the studios for books and 2D works on paper in 
the Rijksmuseum, with a book cradle and four LED lamps.

A black plate is mounted around the camera objective. The ceiling is 
also black. This is to prevent unwanted reflections in the glass and/or 
object. The studio walls are dark grey.

Lighting: at an angle of 30 to 45 degrees.
Broncolor flash with two or four lightbars; 60 Evolution, luminaires of 
four LED lamps with a CRI of > 95. Brand: Akurat.

The camera is perpendicular to the shooting surface.

Illumination:
• Photograph a white sheet of paper and check whether the light 

distribution is the same across the entire frame (i.e. within an 8 
pixel value difference).

• If necessary, make adjustments by moving the lamps or changing 
the light intensity.

• Check for dust on the sensor; this is visible at 100% as blurred grey 
spots.

• When you are capturing a book, make sure the lamps are positioned 
in such a way that no unnecessary shadows fall on the gutter.

• Please note: no reflection on the surface of the object.
• Please note: no reflection in the glass plate visible.
• Start with day targets
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02   Setup and Working Method for Works on Paper + Day Targets



02   Setup and Working Method for Works on Paper + Day Targets

ColorChecker Digital SG:
• Target is placed on a grey background of approximately l* 50, neutral grey.
• Adjust exposure patch E5; look up the value in the LUT of the used ColorChecker Digital SG.
• Create a colour profile and check in the RIPT (see chapter 03 and 04)

QA62 SFR Targets
• Five targets are positioned in the image as in the example, or at least one target in the 

centre. The tiff file can be uploaded in deltaE.
• Please note: at least five green borders around the targets in Metamorfoze and preferably 

also in Fadgi. See chapter 06 for more information about the various aspects of the QA62 
target and the readout possibilities.
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QA2 Geometric target
• Provides insight into the geometric distortion of the lens.
• In the detail view of the image.
• In artefacts such as moiré.
• To check resolution.



• E5 is equal to the measured value of the specific target, see measured LUT.
• Neutralize with eyedropper, on the most neutral area in the target, whose value lies between L* 95 and L* 60 and whose lab_a and lab_b

are the smallest. See the LUT for these values.
• The RIPT (Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool) automatically indicates which area this is.

03   ColorChecker Digital SG: Exposure – White Balance
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In Phocus, select the correct image of the ColorChecker Digital 
SG on the basis of which you are going to create the color 
profile.
Tab Reproduction and Color Calibration.

The + sign opens a finder menu by which you can add the txt 
file.
Use the finder to select the file.

2

03   ColorChecker Digital SG: DCP Profile Using a Measured LUT
Import a LUT in Phocus as a txt file
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The specific txt file appears in the Targets list and can then 
be applied as a LUT for a measured ColorChecker Digital SG. 
Choose the correct LUT.

Activate Auto locate and the grid will fit the chart as shown 
in the picture. You can adjust the name of the profile.
Activate Calibrate. This informs you of the image’s average 
and maximum dE.
Use the Mark dE-slider to see how the deviation manifests; it 
does not adjust anything. Move the slider to the left and the 
highest dE will appear as small yellow triangles.

Use Create to conclude the process; you can now find the 
profile in the reproduction – color calibration drop-down 
menu without rebooting the computer.
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03   ColorChecker Digital SG: DCP Profile Using a Measured LUT
Import a LUT in Phocus as a txt file

3
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The color profile is found in the drop-down menu 
Reproduction under Color Calibration.

5

6 After loading the new colour profile, check the image and 
adjust it with Luma curve on the basis of the measured LUT 
if necessary.

You can use the curve to adjust the OECF of the neutrals to 
the values of the imported LUT.

To adjust the values, the patches must be read out on 
output RGB. The export on eciRGB V2.
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03   ColorChecker Digital SG: DCP Profile Using a Measured LUT
Import a LUT in Phocus as a txt file



04   Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT

The Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool (RIPT) is an Excel file developed by the Rijksmuseum.
The museum developed the RIPT because it automatically measures the ColorChecker Digital SG targets and creates a LUT per chart.

The RIPT compares the LAB values of the measured LUT of the ColorChecker Digital SG Target with the LAB values from the image of this 
target.

It contains virtually all measurable data that can be distilled from a ColorChecker Digital SG image, including:

• Exposure
• Illumination
• OECF
• Gain modulation
• Colour accuracy: dE 1976 and dE 2000
• Colour cast in the neutrals
• Reflection/specular component
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To fill in the RIPT tab you need:

• Measured LUT ColorChecker Digital SG = reference file
• LAB values from the image of the ColorChecker Digital SG. Download the CSV file at https://deltae.picturae.com/scans/index/page/1
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The tab general overview uses red or green cells so you can see how the image has been evaluated at a glance. Yellow is also a possibility for 
illumination and reflection. This corresponds to 3 *** in Fadgi, i.e. the danger zone between red and green.
The other tabs provide more detailed information about the same image. You can adjust the image on the basis of this information if 
necessary.
After adjustment, you have to check the image via RIPT once again.

04   Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdeltae.picturae.com%2Fscans%2Findex%2Fpage%2F1&data=04%7C01%7CC.van.Wijk%40rijksmuseum.nl%7Cda4d922730f24bf2bd4c08d91b8f571e%7C635b05eb66c748e1a94fb4b05a1b058b%7C0%7C0%7C637571124715161137%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=GifqawWIRiGr9KuNvPGH4UbnjmT25pMjKwMKe7jH1%2BA%3D&reserved=0


Tab: Fill in

• The reference file must be entered 
once. This includes the measured 
values of the ColorChecker Digital 
SG. This is measured using a 
spectrometer. I1 Pro.

• This file is also called the Look Up 
Table or LUT.

• Import the measured LUT and then 
copy it into the right-hand column.

• The module includes a manual on 
how to import data.

• Please note: the RIPT only allows 
the use of decimals separated by 
commas.

• You can enter data in the left-hand 
column using a CSV file from 
Picturae’s DeltaE.

• See the manual in the RIPT.

The measured neutrals of the 
ColorChecker Digital SG are shown on 
the right, below the red letters; the 
green box shows where you use the 
eyedropper to pick grey. 15

04   Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab Fill in

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Typo: er staat gray ballance moet zijn gray balance



Method:

1. Upload the ColorChecker Digital SG tiff in DeltaE.

2. In Fadgi, you can read whether the illumination is 

correct or not.

3. Tab downloads: download CSV.

4. Import CSV in RIPT at tab: Fill in (see previous page).
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The RIPT uses the LAB values from the image of the ColorChecker Digital SG. You can download these values from DeltaE and import them into 
the RIPT.

04   Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Importing the CSV



Picture of tab General Overview
The image is not according to the specifications, i.e. the OECF is not correct. The graph shows that G5 is too high. This can be adjusted via the 
curve in Phocus.
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One box is yellow: when 
illuminated in the RM/Fadgi 
compartment (Arrow 3).

One box is red: at OECF (Arrow 
1+2).
The gain modulation (Arrow 
4+5) also exceeds the 
tolerance. Please note: MM and 
Fadgi only evaluate the 
highlight gain and therefore 
the box in question stays 
green.

3

5

4

1

2

04   Interpretation Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab: General Overview
Green = good Yellow = Borderline Red = undesirable



The two rectangles on the left and right 
show the results dE1976 and dE 2000. The 
weighing of the results is based on MM 
and Fadgi guidelines.

The numerical results colour green, yellow 
or red according to whether they are 
inside or outside the tolerances.

Below that are two graphs of the neutrals; 
on the left that of the OECF and on the 
right that of the gain modulation. These 
are the same for dE1976 and dE2000, as 
these are neutrals for which the colour 
component is not taken into account.

On the top right, the illumination and gloss 
performance are evaluated as well.

In MM, the gain modulation is only the 
highlight gain between E5 and J6. The 
yellow and grey tolerance lines are 
adjusted to Rijksmuseum standards.

If you want more information, you can 
open two separate tabs for dE 1976 (MM) 
and dE 2000 (Fadgi).
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This is the same image as that on the previous page, but with some adjustments to the curve in Phocus.

04   Interpretation Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab: General Overview
Green = good Yellow = Borderline Red = undesirable



The RIPT has two readout tabs, namely dE 1976 and dE 2000.
dE 2000 is non-linear and takes into account the human eye’s sensitivity to colour saturation and tonal variations.
This is a more recent approach, which the Rijksmuseum also follows.

There are three different colours, 
which vary in relation to the result.
Red is ‘undesirable’ and green 
means ‘good’.
Orange indicates the highest 
values, regardless of the tolerance.

Highlight gain modulation is the 
difference in light value between 
the two lightest areas on the 
ColorChecker Digital SG, namely E5 
and J6 of the captured chart, 
divided by the same difference in 
the LUT, where 1 is perfect. The 
Rijksmuseum sets the tolerance at 
>0.8 and <1.08. 
The max dE 2000 is set at 6. 
The neutrals give a good indication 
of colour cast. Max dE 2000 <2.83.
Tolerances of the light values are 
the same for dE 2000 and 1976.
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04   Interpretation Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab: Result dE 2000 ~ Fadgi standard



dE 1976 is an arithmetical comparison of the two columns that is completely linear and does not take into account the sensitivity of the eye. 
This is the model that Metamorfoze Preserving Imaging Guidelines V1.0 works with.
Top left in blue you see the tolerances of dE, as well as in the overview. In purple, the dL of the neutrals. In the left grid, the orange colours 
indicate the highest values. 
The middle gives information about the OECF in the centre. The tolerances are <2. The outer edge also provides information about possible 
gloss problems. The tolerance is <2 here, too. 
The right side shows which colours are represented in the two left-hand grids.
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04   Interpretation Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab: Result dL 1976 ~ Metamorfoze standard



There is also a Munsell Grayscale tab.
Two things are important here: the Rijksmuseum works with 
measured Munsell Grayscales and the two high-gloss squares at 
the ends of the target are taken into consideration in the 
evaluation.
When photographing works on paper this chart, including the 
measured LUT, is included in the photograph for the master 
file.
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The A* and B* values are not used here.
The L* values of LUT and info from Photoshop or Phocus must 
not deviate more than 2.
This does not apply to the two high gloss boxes ‘G’, however, 
these must not differ more than 1. This is the gloss component 
(however their dL is not evaluated).

04   Interpretation Rijksmuseum Image Performance Tool: RIPT – Tab: Munsell Grayscale



05   Measuring ColorChecker Digital SG with i1Profiler for Measured LUT

In principle, measure twice a year. The result is a txt file that can be imported directly into Phocus.

The Rijksmuseum uses the I1Pro3 Plus, an X-Rite spectrometer to measure the LUT of each individual ColorChecker Digital SG.

i1Profiler: the X-Rite software that supports the i1 Pro3 Plus spectrometer supplies a text file that can be imported directly into Phocus. This 
concerns one measurement per box. Because the aperture is large, this seems an acceptable option.

1 Advanced Measure Chart
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10 rows
14 columns

next

Calibrate

Spot measurement

2
3

5

Once the entire chart has been measured, the message 
‘measurement successfully completed’ appears.

23
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05   Measuring ColorChecker Digital SG with i1Profiler for Measured LUT



6
7

8

9

Zie Measurements data Parameters

Save as: naming is important; the 
name will be in the file header (see 
image below). Phocus reads the 
header. And gives that name to the 
LUT to be used.

Choose: i1Profiler CGATS Custom (*.txt)
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05   Measuring ColorChecker Digital SG with i1Profiler for Measured LUT
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06   Background information various targets, backdrops and resolution

Target 1 : ColorChecker Digital SG

You can use the ColorChecker Digital SG to create a color profile.

Because there is a ruler on the chart, you can read out the resolution. Please note: the ruler misses 
a millimetre in the first centimetre.
At the Rijksmuseum we do not use the ruler when capturing paintings. The chart has a thick layer 
of felt on the back, which means it is too far away from the painting to allow an exact 
measurement.

The target gives information about:

The neutrals or greys: delta L = deviation from L* value and colour rendering: delta C = deviation 
from the Chroma/saturation and delta H = deviation of the hue/colour tint.

The average of this information is called delta E = average deviation.

The target is less suitable to measure the contrast transfer (= gain modulation) because the
distances between the grey areas are chosen rather randomly. It is mainly used in the highest
lights (Highlight Gain).

The Rijksmuseum uses the RIPT to read out the results of an image of the ColorChecker Digital SG.
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Target 2: Slanted edge QA-62

From this target you can read out both the claimed and the obtained resolution, as well as the sampling 
efficiency.

Please note: in order to obtain the correct measuring results, the target must be placed straight in the frame 
and the straighten button in Phocus must be set to 0.

You can read out this target in DeltaE, for example; Fadgi is a bit stricter than MM, especially with regard to
the MTF50. We prefer both measurement methods to be in agreement.

MTF (Modular Transfer Function):
MTF 10 is the maximum amount of displayed line pairs per millimetre.
MTF 50 is edge-to-edge sharpness, an indication of software sharpening.
CMR (Color Mis Registration) is the degree of shift of RGB channels in relation to each other.

06   Background information various targets, backdrops and resolution
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Resolution:
When we talk about resolution, we use two terms that mean different things.

• obtained sampling rate = actual sharpness measured by an MTF measurement: on a photographed 2D object, as many points can be 
distinguished per inch as the measurement of the QA-62 indicates for an identical image in terms of distance and focus.

• claimed sampling rate = the output resolution. The claimed sampling rate can be used to calculate the size of the original.

The difference is:
The obtained sampling rate says something about the result, including the focusing.
The claimed sampling rate provides information on the number of pixels in an image – determined by: lens, sensor size and distance to the 
object – but says nothing at all about the quality of the actual end result.

If obtained and claimed sampling rate are the same, we call this a sampling efficiency of 100%.

06   Background information various targets, backdrops and resolution
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Determining the resolution of an image:

Resolution can be calculated, for example, by photographing a ruler, such as the ruler on the Munsell Linear Gray Scale target.
This is the claimed sampling rate, not the obtained sampling rate.

Open the file in Photoshop and go to the ruler tool. Make sure that the distance is shown in cm in the settings.
Measure the distance of the ruler on the Munsell Gray Scale in the picture.

Say the result is 30 cm, whereas the ruler is actually 15 cm. Divide the length of the ruler, measured in the image, by the actual length of that 
same ruler in the Munsell Gray Scale, multiply with the resolution of the image (to be checked in Image Size in Photoshop).
In this example (30 : 15) x 300 (= output - resolution) = 600 ppi.

So the measured distance, divided by a known distance in the image, multiplied by the output resolution of the file is the claimed sampling 
rate.

06   Background information various targets, backdrops and resolution
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Target 3: Munsell Linear Gray Scale

This target is used as an object level target for the works on paper. The target is photographed with each object. The main characteristics are, 
theoretically:
• The greys are L* supported.
• The boxes increase by 5 L* values. This is the linear aspect of the chart.
• The darkest box has a value of L 5 while the ColorChecker Digital SG never gets darker than L 7 and is not linear, either.
• This is the first grey chart on the market that has such a large contrast range.

NB: Please note: it seems these characterizations are not entirely accurate in practice, which is why the Rijksmuseum starts from measured 
targets, with the measured values being photographed together with the grey chart.

The background on which this grey chart is photographed greatly influences the capturing of the l* < L*30, due to flare in the lens.

06   Background information various targets, backdrops and resolution
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This manual will be expanded in due course.

Further parts will deal with the following points:
• Capturing an object in parts
• Calculating the resolution of partial images
• Capturing the ColorChecker Digital SG from X-Rite in parts
• Creating a colour profile in command line software Argyll and applying it in Phocus
• Comparing images in RIPT and comparing with a second target: Next Generation Camera Target V2, Avian Rochester
• The stitching of partial images
• Approach to changes in the OECF caused by very bright parts of the object, in particular in the case of prints or drawings 

with a lot of white

Carola van Wijk, c.van.wijk@rijksmuseum.nl; Photographer at the Rijksmuseum, Image Department
Henni van Beek, h.van.beek@rijksmuseum.nl; Photographer at the Rijksmuseum, Print Room online

07    Preview of Manual - Part 2
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